KerdaIP is a powerful and robust online IP portal designed to administer the whole process of Intellectual Property Management Services.

www.kerdaip.com
Technology

- KerdaIP is developed using the latest technologies, which are platform-independent, flexible, easily interpreted, and allow real-time access monitoring.

- No third-party license is required to run KerdaIP portal.

- KerdaIP can run on any web browser.

Vision

To build a one-stop solution for IP Portfolio Management Services, KerdaIP strives to provide a customized and innovative IP platform.

KerdaIP is an easy-to-use online IP portal capable of efficiently accommodating all the future technological advancements. It can effectively manage high volumes of user information and increasing workflow.

KerdaIP manages and operates all the client files and case reports without any risk of data loss.

Growth

KerdaIP and its specifically designed modules, key features, and unmatchable functionality lead towards the path of growth and stability by facilitating better business strategies, and reducing time and human resource investments.
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Benefits

- **Enhanced IP Platform**
  As a robust platform for Intellectual Property Management, KerdaIP and its integrated modules work on real-time data and actionable information.

- **Increased Productivity**
  KerdaIP offers complete and reliable management of Intellectual Property Rights related matters by integrating relevant information across all modules with no duplication of errors.

- **Ease of Use**
  With an intuitive user interface, well-defined presentation and pleasing design, KerdaIP enables the clients to store, access and view all the information at ease. The clients may also generate and download the reports and case summaries for

- **24/7 Support**
  KerdaIP offers 24/7 assistance and technical support to the clients, which may arise from time-to-time.

- **Better Client Engagement**
  KerdaIP is quick and agile in sending notifications to the clients regarding work alerts, deadlines, and pending document submissions.

- **Data Security and Encryption**
  KerdaIP helps in safeguarding the valuable information of the clients by encrypting the data and maintaining the confidentiality, only the authorized users can access and view the relevant files.

- **Confidentiality**
  KerdaIP protects the sensitive information from being accessed by the unauthorized third parties.
While ensuring maximum satisfaction of the clients, KerdaiP offers:

- Intellectual Property Services - Trademark, Patent, Industrial Design, Copyright, Geographical Indication, Domain Name, Cautionary Notice, and Custom Recordals
- Centralized Case Docketing System
- Hassle-free IP Portfolio Management Software
- Complete Case Workflow Process
- Ease of Fetching and Storing the Case Status and Reports
- Document Dispatch Management
- Facility of Complete Backup
- Finance and Accounting
Key Features

- **Informative Dashboard** - tracking work alerts and updates of ongoing IP related matters
- **Centralized Repository** - docketing, monitoring, and accessing all IP case documents
- **Documentary Requirements** - providing country-specific legal document requirements to register IP Rights
- **Cost Center** - a centralized database for managing and approving the costs of IP services, and further validating purchase invoices and processing payments
- **Comprehensive Customized Reports** - generating customized reports for relevant IP Rights
- **Reminders And Deadlines** - notifying clients about upcoming deadlines and pending submissions. For instance – renewals, hearings, opposition, etc.
- **Client Section** - the clients may access and view their IP portfolios, and download documents for use and reference
- **Advanced Search Options** - providing a simplified search of case details and documents required
- **Tutorials And Help Manuals** - explaining the operations and working of the online IP portal
- **Ip Case Library** - storing all documents for reference
- **Bulk Online Instructions** – sending and receiving bulk online instructions for multiple IP services. For instance – Registrations, Renewals, Recordals, etc.
- **Automated Invoice Generation** – generation of invoices based on pre-approved fee
Thank you

You may get in touch with our professionals to learn more about our portal, services, or discuss your business requirements and IP related matters in detail.

Kashish Erda Ltd.

HEAD OFFICE
16, Autruches Avenue,
Quatre Bornes,
Republic Of Mauritius

REGIONAL OFFICE:
K-2/5 , DLF Phase 2, Sector 25 ,
Gurgaon - 122002
Haryana, India
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